Community Hospital Expenses and Revenues:
Pre-Medica& Inflition
by KAREN
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ONE OF THE GRE-4TEST concerns about the
provision of medical services in the United States
is the rapid increase in the cost of medical care.
,Qttention has been increasingly focused on this
aspect of the delivery of health services following the nnplementation of the Medicare and Medicaid programs in 1966. In a period of general
price inflation, the inflation in medical care prices
has been even more marked. These trends have
resulted in the implementation of overall price
guidelines under the Economic Stabilization Program with regulations covering the allowable
costs of medical services.
* Dr. Davis, research associate at the Rrookings Institution, was formerly on the staff of the Divtsion of
Health Insurance Studies, Office of Research and Statisties, Social Security Administration.
The study reported
here was made under a Social Security Administration
contract For a Inore ronlnlete report on the study, see
Karen Davis and Richard W Foster, Community
Hospatals:
Znfataolz zn the Pre-JTcdacare
Period (Research
Report So. 41), Social Securrty Administration,
Office of
Research and Statistics, 1972
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Although the marked inflation in hospital costs
1s well-known, there is very little consensus regarding the basic causes of the inflation and very
little information on the form that cost, increases
have taken. To help remedy these gaps in understanding hospital inflation, this article presents
detailed data on the components of hospital expenses and revenues for the fiscal years 1962-66
based on a nationwide study-the Hospital Economic Survey-conducted
by the American Hospital association for the Social Security Administrationl Future studies will present data for
the Medicare period, using data collected from
the same sample hospitals but submitted directly
to the Social Security Administration
under the
Medicare program. The pre-Medicare data may
be useful in two respects: (1) as A possible basis
for establishing guidelines or controls on hospital
inflation designed to restore the pre-Medicare
trends in hospital expenses and (2) as indications
of the basic underlying causes of inflation in hospital costs.
Two different perspectives on hospital costs are
possible with the detailed data available from the
pre-Medicare survey. One approach decomposes
hospital expenses by type of factor inputs and
determines the portion of increases in costs attributable to increases in prices of labor and nonlabor
inputs and in quantities of factor inputs. The
other approach decomposes hospital expenses and
revenues by type of services provided (routine
room and board services, various ancillary services, outpatient services).

THEORIES OF HOSPITAL

INFLATION

Many different views of hospital cost inflation
have been put forth. One view emphasizes the
importance of increases in demand in inducing
‘A description of the sample design, estimation procedures, and reliability
of the sample is presented under
“Methodology”
on pages 36-19 For a more complete
breakdown of these components by type of hospital ownership and by bed size, see Karen Davis and Richard W.
Foster, op. cit.
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an upward
shift in hospital costs. Others point.
to specific factor inputs-such
as excessive wage
gains by hospital workers
or duplication
of capital facilities-as
the major source of cost increases.
,4 more benign view of hospital inflation stresses
the expanded role of the hospital and the importance of changes in technology
that lead to improvements
in health status and reduce mortality
but at a high cost. Still another view of hospital
inflation focuses on cost reimbursement
methods
as encouraging
inefficiency
in the provision
of
hospital services.
The appropriate
policy for combating hospital
inflation depends crucially on which one, or which
combination, of these views is correct. If the inflation is a consequence of increasing demand mithout increases in supply, an expansion in number
of hospital beds may be warranted.
If the increase
in costs is a result of additional bed capacity, the
opposite policy should be appropriate.
If the
inflation is a labor-cost-push
inflation, attempts
to curtail
labor costs through
wage guidelines
or controls may be the appropriate
policy. If the
inflation is induced by certain types of insurance
coverage, a restructuring
of insurance
coverage
may be called for. If the inflation is induced by
inefficiencies in the hospital market, structural
reform of the industry
may be a desired course of
action. If the inflation is the result, of advances
in technology, inflation may simply be a necessary
price of improvement
in health status. If cost
reimbu?sement
is identified as a major factor in
hospital
inflation,
alternative
reimbursement
meclianisms should be sought.
Sorting out the portion of inflation attributable
to various causes requires simultaneous
consideration of all determinants
of hospital expenses. Before conducting
a sophisticated
analysis of the
determination
of hospital
costs, however,
it is
useful to examine the nature of hospital
cost
increases. Some views of inflation based on factual
assertions can be ruled out by direct examination
of the evidence. For example, if labor costs were
constant over the period, labor-cost-push
theories
of inflation could be dismissed. Factual evidence
can also indicate
the magnitude
of possible
sources of inflation and can delineate the major
components
of inflation so that attention can be
focused on those expenses showing the most rapid
growth.
The remainder
of the article therefore
attempts
to indicate which types of trends are
4

(*on&tent
or inconsistent
the mechanism by which

with various views
inflat ion occurs.
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LABOR AND CAPITAL COMPONENTS
OF HOSPITAL
INFLATION

Since some theories of hospital inflation are
based on a labor-cost-push model and others em1)hasize wasteful capital expenditures, an insight
into the validity of these theories for the early
1960’s can be obtained by decomposing total hospital expenses into factor input expenses. Several
types of information are useful in determining
the potential magnitude of these sources of inflation. First, information on the relative importance
of labor and capital expenses should provide some
perspective on the relation between increases in
factor costs and overall hospital costs. Seconcl, it
is important to know how much of the rise in
factor expenses represents an increase in the price
paid for inputs and how much represents an in&ease in the quantity of inputs used in the provision of a day of hospital care. Finally, it is
important to know whether the types of labor
and capital inputs used have changed over a
period of time.
Investigation of the labor and capital components of hospital costs in the pre-Medicare period
reveals several important findings.
--A major part of the growth in hospital
costs has been caused by an increase in the
quantity of inputs used to provide a day
of hospital care. Added to an annual 3.8percent increase in the price of hospital inputs is an annual 3.0-percent increase in
inputs per day of care for a total annual
increase of 6.8 percent in operating expenses per patient day.
-Labor
expenses have not risen as rapidly
over the period as other types of expensesparticularly capital expenses.
--Shout three-fourths of the increase in labor
expenses is accountecl for by increases in
average earnings of employees, and about
one-fourth of the increase represents an increase in number of employees per day of
care.
-Some slight shift has occurred in the composition of hospital personnel toward more
technical occupations such as professional
SOCIAL
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patient care and administrative employees.
-The lowest-paid occupations (dietary and
household and property) have had the biggest percentage increases in annual earnings.
-Rates of increase in major equipment plant
assets per day of hospital care have been
twice as high as those shown for building
plant assets per day of hospital care. Expansion of bed capacity did not altogether
keep pace with increases in days of hospital
care.
Major labor
and Capital
of Hospital
Expenses

Operating expenses may be decomposed into
payroll expenses; depreciation, interest, and rent
expenses; and other operating expenses (primarily supplies, food, utilities, drugs, and linen).
Table 1 indicates that capital expenses have increased much more rapidly from 1962 to 1966
than other types of expenses-with depreciation,
interest, and rent per patient day rising 52 perTABLE l.-Labor

and capital components of hospital operating expenses, 1962-66
Operating expenses

/ Payroll /zij

Other

Total amount (in millions)
1
1
i

Percentage increase
1962to 1966_-_---__________---.
Average annual, 1962-M______.

q

:::I I::(

fig”

Amount per patient day

Percentage Increase
1962to1966........._-..-.-....
Average annual, 1952-66._____.

% ::

‘ii “7:

38
93
41 23
44 79

23
96
25 34
27 28

q

$1
Bo “:: :i
1 78
21 ‘99
11
2 43

9q q
Percentage distribution

Number of fulltime equivalent
employees 1
Year
‘t%’
thousands)

OCTOBER

1972

Per
dally
census

1,243
1862....-........-..-------1.285
1963...........-............
1964__-_-_-. - --- ___- -- - - --- - 1,361
1,443
1965-..--.-.--...-.--------1,519
1966________________________

2 46
2 51
2.64
2 59
2 61

Percentage Increase
19G2to 1966______________
Average annual, 1962-66. “i :

61
15

Average
annual
earnlngs 8

Plant assets

Per
dally
census
3;;*;;;
19:331
21,132
22,308

292
47

:3” :3”
15 03

“if

cent, compared with a rise of 28 percent in payroll
expenses. Other operating expenses per patient
day increased by 32 percent. The slower rise in
payroll expenses led to a decline in the proportion
of all expenses that are labor expenses-from 62
percent in 1962 to 61 percent in 1966. Capital
operating expenses-a relatively small component
of all operating expenses-accounted for 4.7 percent of the total in 1962 ancl 5.4 percent in 1966.
Labor expenses.-Although
these trends in factor expenses disprove the allegation that rising
hospital costs are merely a reflection of rising
labor costs, labor expenses still represent a sizable
portion of hospital costs and warrant deeper examination. In particular, it would be useful to
know how much of the 2%percent increase in
payroll expenses per patient dny stems from an
increase in average wages and how much stems
from use of more employees per clay of care. Table
2 indicates that about three-fourths of the increase
was caused by the rise in average annual earnings
of hospital employees an+ that one-fourth was
caused by a rise in the number of employees per
day of care.
average annual earnings of hospital employees
went up from $3,176 in 1962 to $3,816 in 1966, or
20 percent. Although these salaries are low and
few would call a wage increase at such a low level
excessive, the increases are greater than those in
other industries. Srerage weekly earnings of retail trade workers, for example, increased by only
13 percent over the same period.*
Also in contrast to other industries, hospitals
have increased the number of employees per unit
* Ecofiom4c
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and capital hospital inputs, 1982-06

1 One-half the number of part-time employees added to the number of
full-tfme employees
2 Payroll expenses divided by the number of full-tlme equivalent employees.

Components

Total

TABLE 2 -Labor

Report of Ihe President, 1971, table C-30.
8

TABLE 3 -Indexes

of components

of hospital

operating

expenses per patlent

day, 1962-66

[1962=100]
Item

1963

1964

Total operating expensesper patient day ________________________________________----100 6
Price ofallinputs ‘-----_--__---__--_----------------------------------------All inputs per patient day ’ ________________________________________----------- :z :
Payroll expenses er patlent day _____
________
________
_____________________________ 1020
Average annua Psalary.-.--..--.--.---------~~---------------------------------1113
Labor inputs per patient day ___________________
_______
__________________L______ 101 6
Capital expensesper patlent day __________
________________________________________
109 5
Price ofcapltalinputs.-..------------------------~---------.------------------105 9
Capital inputs per patient day ________________________________________---------- 101 2
Other expensesper patient day ________________________________________--_.______
104 7
Consumer pnce index (BLS) __________________________________________________103 2
Other Inputs per patlcnt day ________________________________________----------- 103 3

1965
119 9
118 6
112 6

:z ;
101 3

ii: i
102 8

116 7
114 1
102 5

128 3

111 3
::i ;

:z i
:ili i
1099

1966
130 1
127 7
120 2
106 1
151 9
120 1
126 4
131 5
107 3
122 5
115 s
112 E

* Weights are 0 615 for payroll expenses, 0 049 for capital expenses, and
0 336 for other expenses The wexhts are obtained from the proportion of

all operating expensesrepresented by each component in 1964

of output during the period. The number of fulltime equivalent employees per day of patient care
rose 6 percent-from
2.46 in 1962 to 2.61 in 1966.
Several explanations are possible for the incrense
in labor inputs per patient: It may represent n
decline in hospital efficiency (or n decline in labor
productivity),
but a more plnusible explanation
is that the nature of hospital care has altered. This
shift could result from R change in technology
that requires additional labor, from an incrense
in the quality of care provided, or from n change
in the range of services offered by hospitals. Regardless of the underlying renson for the increase
in labor inputs, it is important to understnnd that
hospitals, unlike other industries, cannot rely on
productivity
gains to offset higher wages. Instead, increases in labor requirements add to the
increases in wages to produce an even higher rate
of growth in labor expenses.
Cnyital ex,t~e~~es.-A~ltl~ougl~they do not represent the major portion of hospital expenses, capital expenses have also been the focus of much
concern. One, theory of hospital inflation pins
the blame for rising costs on the desire of hospital
administrators
to acquire “excessive” capital
equipment. In fact, capital expenses have increased markedly. I>epreciation, interest, and rent
expenses per patient day increased 52 percent
from 19a to 1966. Plnnt assets per day of hospital
care increased by 66 percent.
I-nfortunately, n good measure of physical capital is not ,zvailable. Increases in plant assets
represent increases both in prices of capital goods
(or historical cost of assets) and in the physical
quantity of capital. In addition, plant assets do
not reflect the extent of rented capital. In order

to derive n measure of physical capital, an index
of capital cost is constructed by assuming that
capital costs increased at the same rate as the
interest rate for high-grade municipal bondsa do-percent increase.3 With this mensure of the
price of capital services, an index of physical
capital is constructed by deflating total capital
expenses per patient day by the price of capital.
This procedure yields an increase in physical
capital inputs per daily census of 26 percent for
the period-the same ns the increase in plnnt assets
per day of care.
Other operating expenses.-From 1962 to 1966,
other opernting expenses rose 32 percent. Though
the exwt composition of these expenses is unknown, they consist primarily of supplies (including disposnble items such ns surgical gowns,
syringes, and thermometers), food, utilities, drugs,
and linen. If the composite average price of these
commodities moves similarly to the consumer
price index, n physical measure of other inputs
can be constructed by deflating other expenses
per patient day by the consumer price index.
Under this procedure, other inputs per patient
day rose 23 percent from 1962 to 1966. Deflating
by the wholesale price index yields an only
slightly higher increase of 25 percent for the
period.
These trends in physical inputs Rnd prices of
inputs are summarized in table 3. An aggregate
price index is constructed by weighting the prices
of each of the factor inputs by the proportion of
expenses represented by thtlt fwtor in 1964. An
aggre@e physicnl input index per patient day
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1971,

table C-57.
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TABLE 4 -Hospital

employees per daily census and average annual earnings for selected types of employees, 1962-66

I

Number of employees per daily consus

2 46
1962________________________________________-------------------------2 51
1963__-______-__-_______---------~-------- ______-______-_______
-----_
1984_____________________
_________-_-______-_--_---------------------1965_________________________
_________________________________________: 5”;
2 61
1966________________________________________--------------------------

0 21
.22
.if
.25

0 26
27
26
26
26

1 45
1 48
1 52
1 56
1 55

Percentage increase
61
1962to 1966.________________________________________---------------Average annual, 1962-66________________________________________---- 15

19 1
45

0
0

69
1.7

-

’

019
.E
.lQ
22
15 8
37

Average annual earnings
1962______________________
_________________________________________--33”,;;;
1963--____________________________________
_____________________------3:43s
lg64..-------_-----------------------------~-------------------------1965__________________________
________________________________________ 3,577
3,816
1966________________________________________-------------------------Percentage mc*ease
20 2
1962to 1966-.-....---.....--------------.--------------------------Average annual, 1962-66________________________________________---- 47

using the same weigllts. The
overall annual increase of 6.8 percent in opernting expenses per patient day may then be decomposed into a CM-percent nmlual increase in
the prices of hospital inputs and R 3.0-percent
annual increase in the quantities of inputs used
in the provision of a day of hospital care.
is also constructed

labor

Expenses

and Type

of Employee

One of the reasons frequently advanced for rising labor costs is the increasing tendency of
hospitals to hire a more highly skilled labor
force.4 Technological change resulting in more
complex methods of treatment is cited as the
primary reason for the upgrading of the hospital labor force. Others make the reverse argument and contend that a shortage of highly skilled
labor has caused hospitals to make greater use
of less highly skilled lnbor.5 Unfortunately,
almost no information on the composition of hospital payroll expenses by type of employee has
previously been available on a nationwide basis.
It has been difficult, therefore, to determine accurately if the hospital skill-mix has changed in
either direction. The Hospital Economic Survey
provides, for the first time on a nationlvide basis,
breakdowns of labor expenses over a period of
‘See, for esample, Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, A Report
to the President
on Medical
Care
Prim,
February 1967.
“Martin Feldstein, in The Ristng Cost of Hospital
Care
(chapter 5), presents some evidence indicating that the
skill level has actually declined.
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4:097
4,201
4.131

2:617
2,774
2,965

2:966
2,661
3,384

13
.3

24 9
57

23 7
55

“p&

3:746
3,951
4,217
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time for five employee classifications: administrative employees, dietary employees, household
and property employees, professional patient-care
employees, and a residual category covering primarily nonprofessional patient-care employees
and those professional employees not covered by
the above categories. Since the residual group
covers a wide variety of employees, most of the
analysis concentrates on trends in the four major
occupational classifications.
Trends in the number of employees per day of
hospital care by occupational classification indicate a shift to more technical occupations. The
biggest increases in the four major occupational
classifications came in professional patient-care
employees (from 1.45 to 1.55 employees per day
of care as show-n in table 4) and in the number of
administrative employees. The number of the
dietary and the household and property employees
per day of hospital care remained constant over
the period.s
For the two more highly skilled employee classifications (administrative and professional patient-care) the earnings pattern was mixed. From
“The occupational classifications provided in the surrey are not perfectly suited for testing the hypothesis
that the level of the skill-mix of hospital employees has
increased, since the skill levels within each broad em1)loyee classification may hare changed. It is possible to
determine if the rising wage level is primarily attributable to a shift from less technical to more technical occupations. If the occupation composition had remained constant during the period, the arerage wage rate would
have risen by 20.0 percent rather than by 20.2 percent.
7
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Composition

eiriployee

~lrile adminihtiMive eml)loyee ellrnings were virtnrilly constant. This diff’erence mtly reflect :JJi exp:msioiJ
of
ndministrative 1)ersonnel to include more cleriwl
personnel, with the result that the higher salaries
of the hospital ndministrator and his assistants
are increasingly diluted over the period 1)~ the
expansion in lower-paid administrative personnel.
The increase in professional patient-care earnings,
on the other hand, may reflect tin addition of more
highly skilled employees such ns more physicirtns
on the hospital staff.
Although dietary employees and household nlJcl
property employees nre new the bottom of the
wage ladder, they hnd the greatest percentage
increases in tlnnunl earnings (25 percent for dietary employees nnd 24 percent for household nncl
property employees). Some substantintion is thus
provided for the claim that part of the increase
in wage levels represents nn increase in the wages
of low-paid workers.
These trends in number of employees and average earnings by occupation we combined in the
dntn on payroll expenses presented in table ,5. By
far the most rapid increase in payroll expenses
hns been in the professional patient-care category
with expenses per patient dny increasing 32 percent over the period. Professional patient-care
payroll expenses increased from 63.6 percent of
nil payroll expenses in 1963 to 65.6 percent in
1966, while all other employee categories declined
8s n proportion of payroll expenses.
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TABLE S.-Payroll
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perreJ1t)

of Hospital

Beds and Plant Assets

.1t the wit! of seveial tlitfrreirt fl~eorirs of
iiifliltiw i5 the iiotioii tli:it il l:irgtl lwrtion of Iio+
I)it;il
illflilt
iol1
is :ittJ~il~J~t:Jl~le
to ;ic~qJ~isitioJi
of
Iiospit:il c*al)it:il equipment. Rises in costs as n consequewe of C:l[)itill investnient are not restricted
to wI)it:il expenses suclr 11sdel)reci:it ion lnit also
include lalw costs of I)ersonnel that must he
IJiJ*etl
to oI)erate tlie cwI)it:\l equipment and the
costs of ninteri:lls ancl supplies. In some theories
of inflation, cnpit;ll accumulntion is x desirable
l)lleJioinei~on-~riei~ely reflecting changes in medi(xl tec*lrnology tllzlt em\l)le more lives to be saved
with new, sophisticntetl equiI)ment. In other
theories of inflwtion, much of the c:ipitnl nccumulation is depicted as wasteful.
Judgments about the validity of this cause of
inflation have been hampered both by an tlbsence
of measures of socially optimal investment and
by the absence of information on the extent and
the types of hospital capital investment. In at
least this second respect, the surrey makes n
useful contribution by obt2tining datn on the composition of hosI)itnl plant assets a11c1 beds. These
d&n
are presentecl in tables 6 nnd ‘i. The article
by Paul Ginsburg that follows presents some
empirical eviclence on the cleterminants of hospital
investment .
The dntn confirm the nllegntion that most of
the increase in hospital capital has come in ncquisitions of hospital equipment rather than nclditional investment in buildings. During the 196%
66 period, rates of increase in major equipment

expenses, by type of employee, 1962-66
Payroll expensesby types of employees
Year

Total
psyroll
expens es

*&$$
I

/ Dietary

1 zrr

/ ‘$$?’

/

I

I

I

I

1
1862. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
;z :.:.:.............................................................
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-................
1965___.--____________-_---------------------------------------------1966-___- *--*- -_-___-_- - --___-_.-_______-___--_- ___---_-_----_-------Percentage Increase.
1962to 1966________________________________________
Average annual, 1062-66__________________._----.--------.-------.--

(I

2; :8”
2 2
27.23

‘i
2
2
2

ii
51
72
79

Amount per patient day
I
I
? ::
1 39
2 01
2 10

“2’ !i
2 31
2 48
3 12

Other

0
‘ii

z

:i ifi
17 91
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TABLE 6.-Composltlon

of plant assets, by type, 1962 and 1966

Year
Total amount (in millions)
;pF%:.: _____-______._______-----------------------.--- ___--_----__.---_-------------------.---------Percentage change
1962tol~-..-.._-....-~-.-~-------~-~---~~~-~-~---Average annual, 1962-66_____________________________

3;,;;;

“p;;

39.3
80

634
13 1

3:

“%

%i

75 1
15 0

-2 4
-6

2::

Amount per dally census
1962
lsss::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~~~:~~~~~~:::

$;;Jg

%i

$11.324
13,722

$3.591
5,106

Ki

$992
1.507

31,;;;

Percentage change
1962to1988---..-------------------.----------------Average annual, 1902-W ____________________________

1962-.___-_______-._______--------.-------------------19% _____________________------------------- __________

plant assets per day of hospital care were twice
as high as rates of increase in building plant assets
per day of hospital care. Although buildings still
represent the major portion of hospital plant
assets,their share of all plant assets declined from
63.9 percent in 1962 to 61.5 percent in 1966,
Expansion in bed capacity was moderate. The
number of beds did not fully keep pace with increases in days of hospital care over the period.
Some interesting changes in the composition of
total hospital beds, hoTever, did occur. The total
number of obstetrical beds declined by 2 percent
in response to a decline in hospital births. The
biggest increases were in intensive-care bedswith the number of beds devoted to this purpose
rising from 4,000 in 1962 to 14,000 in 1966.

ories of hospital inflation. Some theories of inflation, for example, emphasize the expanded scope
of hospital services, and others emphasize the
advances in scientific know-how that have made it
possible to treat more difficult cases. If either of
these theories is correct, one would expect a large
increase in ancillary service expenses without
much change in standard room-and-board expenses.
In addition to the detailed information on operating expenses for individual services, the survey obtained data on sources of patient revenues.
It is possible, therefore, to compare revenues from
various ancillary services with the direct costs of
providing those services. With the aid of revenueTABLE ‘I.-Composition

Year
TRENDS IN REVENUES AND EXPENSES
OF INDIVIDUAL
HOSPITAL SERVICES

Another may of viewing hospital operating expenses is to examine growth in expenses of providing various hospital services. This approach is
particularly useful in determining whether the
major types of inflation have been in the provision of standard room-and-board services, in the
provision of ancillary services (operating room,
drugs, laboratory tests, X-rays, etc.), or in the
provision of outpatient services.
Viewing expenses from this perspective should
also yield additional information relevant to theBULLETIN, OCTOBER

1972

of hospital beds, by type, 1962-66
All

I beds ’

Pediatric slZ%e

o?z,?-

I

Other’

Number (in thousands)

1982________________________652
671
1963...--..----.-...-------694
1964___------__-__---_-_--.1966_______________.________
715
1965
___.____________________739

ii
E
a4

1

E
ii
09

I

;
9

rl:

::

1

Percentage distribution
4
,
,

1

,

1 Excludes bassiuets for the newborn
9

revenues, and the importance of this source
of revenue has declined slightly over the
period with the more rapid increases in ancillary service revenues (radiology, lnboratory, and outpatient revenues, in particular) .
-Revenue-cost margins on ancillary services
range from 0.59 on delivery-room services
to 2.05 on pharmacy services.

cost margins on individual services, the pricing
mechanism can be explored. In particular, it can
be determined if prices are passively equated to
costs of services or whether prices exploit differences in demand elasticities for different services
-yielding
higher rates of return on some services
than others.
Important findings on trends in individual departmental expenses and revenues include the
following :
-Increases in expenses of standard routine
services such as dietary, housekeeping,
plant engineering, and nursing services
have been moderate while increases in inpatient ancillary service expenses (pnrticularly laboratory and radiology expenses)
and outpatient department expenses have
risen markedly over the period.

Departmental

Expenses

Table 8 depicts the growth in various departmental costs. Although all operating expenses rose
50 percent from 1962 to 1966, individual departmental expense increases ranged from 35 percent
for dietary and housekeeping expenses to 78 percent for outpatient department expenses. In general, routine costs of providing hospital care such
as dietary, housekeeping, plant engineering, nursing, and medical service increased at a less-thnnaverage rate. Expenses of specialized hospital
services rose much more rapidly. Sncillary service expenses incurred by the radiology department
and the laboratory department increased 65 percent.
Although ancillary service expenses have been

-Philanthropic
contributions
represent A
very minor but stable source of hospital
revenue. Revenues from other sources (patient revenue and revenues on nonpatient
services) more than cover operating expenses.
-Revenues
from room-and-board charges
represent less than half of hospital patient
TABLE S.-Departmental

Operating

operatmg expenses, by type, 1962-66

Total amount (in mdhns)
1962
_________________________________
____ $3;
1963.........--..--.--------------------1964 _______-_____________________________
1965....-..-.-....-.--------------------1966-.--.........-..---------------------

$2.292
2,434

7:604
8,411
9,517

$;.SB

lk21
2,013
2.221

2,654
2.901
3,251

Percentage increase
1962to1966.-.-----..-.-..-----------49 5
Average annual, 1962-66_______________ 10 6

41 8

1962...--.------.--.---------------------

1964.-...---...---.------------------~--1965-......-..-.--.---------------~-----1966-..--...-.-..-.----------------------

45 4
98

91

1963______
_______
________________________

*3"::

-

“ii it

$3"; 2;
"4; hg

13 59
14 23
15 30

44 79

Percentage lncrease
30 1
1962to 1966-...--......--..--------~-Average annual, 1962-66_______________ 68

-

23 1
54

-

26 5
61

$441
477

%

%

387

461

380
408
464

::i
387

F7
651

23"

22

49 7

41 2

47 6

64 9

64 3

10 6

-

$274
293

90

10 2

13 3

13 2

$;g

$3"::

187
224
260

389
430
515

78 1
15 5

73 4

3;;
E

661

14 8

E i

is'
49

2

it
::

i:

Amount per patient per day

$::; “:“5;“2”
:z “:k! y;
1 95

1 63

2

1 82
67

32”z
06

1 98

2 36

2 37
13

2 84
56

Percentage distribution

1962...-..-.-..-....--------------~-----1963....-_--.._...----------------------lg64.-..------_.-_.---------~---~-------1965--.---..-.-.--.---------------------1966._~._---.~~___-_-----------~--~~~~-~~

1w 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0

36
35
34
34
34

0
4
9
4
2

24
24
23
23
23

0

:g”

:i:

9
9
3

.z

:t

1

49

41

23
E

::

6v

ii
68

ii
63

is
63
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going up much more rapidly tlliU1
routine expenses, the latter still constitute il major portion
of all expenses. Administrative, dietary and housekeeping, plant engineering, nursing service, and
medical services accounted for @dpercent of all
operating expenses in 1966. Ancillary service departmental expenses ranged from $1.86 for pharmacy expenses per patient day to $3.06 for operating and delivery-room expenses per patient day
in 1966.
The rapid increase in ancillary service expenses
is consistent with several different theories of
hospital inflation. Technological change may have
greatly increased the need for diagnostic services
as additional diagnostic tests have been developed.
Advances in radiation therapy may be responsible
for the large increases in radiological expenses.
It is also possible that the rise in ancillary service
expenses may have been induced by increased
hospitalization insurance. As more and more individuals obtain hospitalization
insurance that
covers diagnostic tests while they are hospitalized,
physicians may feel less constrained by concern
over the patient’s financial burden and may order
a wider range of tests. Fear of malpractice suits
lnay add to the tendency to overtest. The rise in
ancillary service expenses may reflect acquisition
of excessive or wasteful capital equipment with
concomitant operating expenses. Clearly, the
growth of some types of expenses, such as those
of the outpatient department, reflects a broxdening of the role of the hospital in providing mediCRIcare.
It is difficult to reconcile these findings, however, with claims that the primary cause of hospital inflation is an increased demand for amenities such as better food service and more luxurious
surroundings. nTor is there any indication that
increased nursing service is a prime mover in hospital inflation. The cost-push arguments, at least
in the provision of routine services, do not seem
to apply.

Sources of Hospital

Revenues

Absence of concrete data on hospital revenues
has led to widespread acceptance of a number of
assertions about hospital pricing and revenue policies to the effect that: (1) hospital prices are
passively determined and simply set at levels sufficient to break even, (2) a sizable portion of
BULLETIN, OCTOBER

1972

TABLE 9 -Sources

of hospital revenues, 1962-66
Other

year

I

$6,584
7.100
7,890
8,715
9,859

1962-..-.--.-----...-------------

19R3...-.---.-.-..--------------1961-..-----.---.---------------lBG5..---.-.--.-..--------------1966...-.--.--.--..-------------Percentage increase
1962t.o1966-.-...-.-----.-----Average annunl, 1962-66_______

1982.....----..--.-.------------1963.-.-..-....-....-------------

Total amount (in

I

49 7
10 6

$;.;;;

milhons)

%

7,714
8,757

197
206
232

51 8
11 0

49 7
10 6

E:9G5

Amount per patient day
I
I
I
$0 84
27” ::
$3”: z
!I

1964....-..--.....--------------~
40 39
1965...-....-......-------------~
42
77
1966.____________________________
46 40

35 86
66
37
41 22

1 01
1 09

% .E
: ii
4 10

Percentage increase
1962to1966.--..-.--.-----.---Average annual, 1962-66.______

I
191j2.-........--.-.--------------

lsfi3.....----.-..-.-------------1964.....--..-...-..------------1965....----........------------1966.--...---.....-.--------.----

Percentage dlstributlon
100 0
loo 0
100 0
100 0
100 0

87
88 62
88 35
88 8

2”:

‘Q”:

25
ii

“93
88

I

hospital revenue comes from philanthropic contributions, (3) room-and-board charges are the
main source of patient revenue, and (4) prices of
individual services are simply marked up at a
constant proportion of their direct cost.’ The data
obtained in the survey provide detailed data on
sources of hospital revenue so that these assertions
can be investigated.
Table 9 shows the distribution of hospital revenue among patient revenue, contributions, and
other revenue (such as earnings on investment,
cafeteria sales, and rental of nonpatient facilities). It should be noted that since other sources
of revenues also generate expenses frequently included in operating expenses (such as cafeteria
expenses), it is not appropriate to compare patient revenue with operating expenses. Table 10
shows the distribution of gross patient revenues
stemming from room-and-board charges and from
charges for various ancillary services. The data on
gross patient revenue contained in table 10 differ
from the data on net patient revenue in table 9
‘For a discussion of pricing behavior in hospitals, see
Edward iI1 Kaitz, Pricing Polwg and Cost Rchauior
in
thr Hospztal
Industry
(Frederick 8. Praeger), 19% For
some evidence that price-cost margins reflect economic
conditions, see Karen Davis, “Relationship
of Hospital
Prices to Costs,” dpplzed Economics, June 1971, pages
115-126.
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TABLE 10 -Departmental

patlent revenues per patient day, 1962-66

I

Amount pet patlent day

2:ii “:i:: ‘i:z
:Q$
~~~~~~~~~~~.~-___--~~----~-~~~~~~--~~-~~-~---~-------______----_-____-_.-----.--------------------------1964__.-___-__--__-_- ___. - _- - ______- __-___- - _- -__-. - -- - - 1965-__-__-__--______--_--------------------------.-_--1966----_-_-_-__-_____----------------------------------

39 97
42 40
46 13

19 04
19 69
21 40

Percentage increase
31 8
lg62to1906..-..._...--------------------------------Average annual, 196266.__________
____________________ 71

3 93

$2
2 26
47
2 64
2 79
303

$il ii
3 89
4 29
4 63

3; j;
3 31
3 41
3 69

$3
4 67
10
4 43
4 93
5 51

%z
3 16
3 42
3 94

M6
48

34 I
76

37 4
83

17 5
41

50 1
10 7

40 7
89

80

: 2

%

Percentage distribution
1962___.______._____________________________------------- 1w 0
1963.
-___-_--_--_-__-----____________________
loo 0
1964____
_______.__.____________
--_ _______- __--._-__-_-----.
_. __- - - -- _

:: i

93

2i

Ei

ii

10 5

47 6

8”;

66

1: :

33

10 91
11

:8”

100
1OfJ0
1965.
1868.________________________________________-----------__._____. _- ____- _____. . __- - ____- _______- _- _- - - _- - - - -

46 94

“8:

Ei

10 0

80

11 96

::

in that gross patient revenue represents billed
charges-without
reduction for reimbursement on
the bnsis of costs and without deduction of bad
debts.
As table 0 indicates, patient revenue is the
major source of hospitnl revenue and hns been
increasing ns n fraction of nil revenue throughout
the period (from 87.6 percent in 1062 to 88.8 percent in 1066). Contributions have represented a
fairly smnll but stable fraction of revenues (2.4
percent).
Although room-and-board revenues 8re n substantial source of patient revenue, they constitute
slightly less than half of nil patient revenues and
this proportion has been declining slightly in recent years. Room-nnd-board revenues per pntient
dny increased by 29.7 percent over the period,
compnred with a rise of 84.7 percent in nil pntient, revenues per patient day. Since the basic
room-nnd-bonrd charge is used by the Bureau of
Lnbor Stntistics ns nn index of hospital costs,
these dntn indicnte that the BLS index may understate increases in hospital costs.
TABLE Il.-Ratio

*Just as nncillnry-service
operating expenses
have increased mwh more rapidly than standard
room-and-board expenses, revenues of nncillary
‘services hnve increased markedly. Radiology, l:tborntory, nnd outpatient revenues have been the
major sources of growth, with opernting-room
and phnrmacy revenues increasingly fnirly slowly.

Departmental

Revenue-Direct

Cost Ratios

If hospitals pursue nn overall pricing policy
of equating prices with nverage costs without regard to economic conditions, it seems reasonable
to assume flint they would nlso equate the price
of each service \vith the cost of that service (with
n uniform mnrkup to cover overhead expenses).
If, on the other hnnd, hospitals respond to economic pressures, prices may be higher on services
for which the clemnnd is relatively inelastic nnd
lower for services for which the demand is elnstic.
Table 11 presents the ratios of pntient revenues
to direct costs of various ancillary services. Sev-

of patient revenue to direct costs of selected ancillary services, 1962-66

I

Revenue/direct cost ratios

Year
Pharmacy

: :i
1 40
: “3:

0 97
2
*FiY

: !I:

1 37

1 70

2 12

1 53
: ii

: 3”:
1’31
1 28

:fl:
1 63
68

i ::
2 04
2 02
2 05
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era1 words of caution are in order. First, the costs
are direct costs-that is, they do not include overhead, such as administrative expenses, depreciation expenses, etc. Second, the patient revenue
data reflect gross charged revenue rather than
actual collected revenue. Third, some hospitals
may include some outpatient expenses in inpatient
ancillary-service expenses, so that inpatient expenses (particularly radiology and laboratory expenses) are overstated.
lievenue-cost ratios range from an average of
0.89 on delivery-room services to an average of
2.05 on pharmacy services for the period from 1962
to 1966. Delivery-room revenues do not even cover
direct costs. The demand for such services might
be expected to be fairly inelastic. Although this
is undoubtedly true for the market as a whole,
these services are the most likely to be excluded
from insurance coverage and families using the
services are likely to have lower-than-average incomes. Given these considerations and the fact
that the need for hospitalization is anticipated
in advance, it is reasonable to expect that patients
consider price of delivery-room services in making a choice among available hospitals. This behavior, combined with declining birth rates, may
account for the low returns on delivery-room
services.
The market demand for drugs is very different.
Drugs used while the patient is hospitalized are
covered by most insurance policies. In addition,
since prescription drugs retail at high prices in
relation to costs, hospitals can charge fairly high
prices for medication without either arousing the
patients’ indignation or causing them to obtain
drugs from other s0urces.B Through bulk discounts or purchase of drugs on a generic name
basis, hospitals can keep their drug costs fairly

social service departments are assigned to expenses of routine services, the revenue-cost ratio on
routine services averages 1.02 for the period. This
ratio is in some sense a lbwer bound on the ratio
of revenue to expenses incurred directly in the
provision of routine care. In general, demancl for
hospital care might be expected to be most sensitive to the room-and-board charge since this
charge is simpler to understand and more likely
to be quoted. ‘Low revenue-cost ratios on roomand-board services, therefore, would be observed if
hospitals responded to this elnsticity of demand.

IOW.

1962. __._._______________________

an attempt was made in the survey to relate
expenses of routine services to room-and-board
revenues. If all expenses for dietary, housekeeping, laundry, linen, maintenance of personnel,
nursing service, nursing education, medical and
surgical service, medical record and library, and
’ For current information

on prices and rates of return
in the drug industry, see Pwswiptio?l Drug Datu Summary,
1971 (Social Security Administration,
Office of
Research and Statistics), 1911. For an interesting erl,os&
of drug-pricing policies, see Estes Kefauver, IJZ a Few
HUlld8:

~lo?~ogoZ~

Pofcer

1963, chapter 1.
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OVERALL TRENDS
AND EXPENSES

IN HOSPITAL

REVENUES

The overall financial position of community
hospitals improved slightly from fiscal year 1962
to fiscal year 1966. As table 12 shows, revenues
increased from $6.6 billion in 1962 to $9.9 billion
in 1966-n 50-percent rise. Expenses increased
somewhat less rapidly, so net income (the difference between revenues and expenses) went from
$127 million in 1962 to $198 million in 1966. There
has been some tendency, therefore, for prices to
increase in relation to average costs over the
period.
In part, the 50-percent increase in community
hospitnl revenues and expenses reflects a grolvth
in the use of hospital services. When revenues and
TABLE 12.-Revenue,

1962-66

expenses, net income, and cash flow,

Year

1963.__- -. __-___________
_-- ____-_
1964.______._______._____________
1965-._---_-_------_______-.----1966-__---_-___-_--_.____________
Percentage increase
1962to1966-.-.................
Average annual, 1962-66.______

%i
492

540
625

49 6
10 6

56 1
11 8

Amount per patient day
1963.
_-- - _________-_________--__ 2: iii
1962.-____________________________
40 39
.-.-...-.......
* _....-.---46.40
42
77
lBB6y&5:._.__--.._-_....._.__.~..,~..~
: .- --. .- . . . . . . . . . . ._.. . .__-.

2: ;:

“.ti
.Qo
8837

“(T
45 ii47

I

I

‘2’ ::
2 52
2 95
65

I

1 Total expensesinclude both operating expensesreported in table 1 and
other expensesincurred in providing nonpatient services
13

expenses are divided by the number of inpatient
days provided by hospitals, the growth in revenues and expenses per patient day is reduced to
about 30 percent. Daily costs of hospital care
increased from $35 in 1962 to $15 in 1966.
The cash-flow position of community hospitals,
defined as net income plus depreciation expenses,
showed an even more favorable growth than net
income-from $388 million in 1962 to $625 million
in 1966. Since hospitals receive a large proportion
of their capital funds from government grants
and donations, hospital depreciation expenses do
not play the same role as depreciation funds in
other types of business. Typically, hospital depreciation expenses are not funded or restricted
to replacement of existing capital facilities, so
they may be used for any of several purposes.
The excess of revenues over expenses other than
depreciation reflects more accurately than net income data, therefore: the pool of funds available
to the hospital for future use. These cash-flow
data present, for the first time, the magnitude
of this component for U.S. community hospitals.
Despite the fact that most commuiiity hospitals
are nonprofit hospitals, on balance, profits are
not zero. Table 13 presents trends in net income
and cash flow as percentages of total revenue and
plant assets. Net income averaged 2 percent of
total revenue from 1962 to 1966, and the annual
average for cash flop was 6 percent. In relation
to plant assets, the ratios were somewhat lower:
Net income represented 1.5 percent for the period, and cash flow 4.5 percent. In some respects,
these ratios are comparable to rates of returns on
sales or assets for other types of firms. It should
be noted, however, that expenses on borrowed
capital are excluded from returns, so the ratios
understate total returns to all capital. Adding
interest expenses to net income yields an average
capital return of 1.9 percent of plant assets.
TABLE 13 -Net

Utilization

of Hospital

Services

Most theories of inflation are concerned with
rates of increase in average costs or prices, but
some theories have emphasized the growth in utilization of hospital services as an important contributor to inflation in total hospital costs or
expenditures. Some theories emphasize the role of
insurance in greatly increasing the number of hospital admissions, reducing incentives for rapid
discharge from the hospital, and favoring inpatient care (which tends to be covered by insurance) over outpatient care (which is not as well
covered by insurance). Other theories emphasize
the fact that hospitals have increasingly substituted for other forms of medical care-such as
the use of hospital emergency rooms in place of
physician visits to the home.
Several policy suggestions have been aimed at,
offsetting some of the undesirable changes in utilization of hospital services that are believed to
have occurred. These proposals include the establishment of utilization review committees to act
as watchdogs on unnecessarily long hospital stays
and moves toward more comprehensive insurance
coverage that will, it is hoped, encourage the
substitution of less expensive outpatient care for
inpatient care.
A glance at table 14 reveals that community
hospitals have experienced only moderate increases in inpatient services. Admissions per capita rose only 5 percent from 1962 to 1966 although
patient days rose at a somewhat higher rate (9
percent). Beds per capita did not exactly keep
pace with the increase in patient clays, so occupancy rates went up slightly-from
77.7 percent
to 78.7 percent.
The most striking change in utilization occurred in outpatient visits. Outpatient visits increased from 382 per 1,000 population in 1962

income, cash flow, and capital return ratios, 1962-66

Year

1962_____________________________________________--------------------1 93
1963
* _______
_____________________---------------1964_______---__-________
___________
____________.____________________________-------__---21 80
23
1965__________
_________________
_______________________________________2 03
1966________________________________________-------------------------2 01
Average annual, 1962-66
________________________________________
______
2 00
1Net income plus deprecmtion expenses.
14

1 42

5 89

4 33

2 34

1 12

1 33
66
1 50
1 52

iz
E

4 35
64
4 58
4 81

2268
23
260
265

:g”g
1 92
2 01

1 49

6 11

4 54

2 50

1 86

2 Net income plus interest expenses
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TABLE 14.-Hospital

utlllzation,

1962-66

Rate per 1,000population

Year
Beds

Admssmns

Mean
stay
(m days)

Number of

outpatient

,

per
DccEry units
1WJ

population

_1962.-..--..-..------------------------------------------------------1963m.
___________________________________
_________
__________________
__
1964-.............-------------~-------------------------------------1965---..--.--..-.-.-------------------------------------------------1964________________________________________------------------------_

135
135
137
140
142

E
E!
78

Percentage increase
1962to 1966-.-.-..--------.---------------------------~------------Average annual,1962~6.--------.-...------------------------------

32
13

40
10

to 465 per 1,000 in 1966-a 22-percent growth.
Several studies have noted this growth and have
attempted to explain its cause.SFactors frequently
suggested as nnportnnt include: (1) growing insurance coverage for emergency-room services;
(2) a tightening of hospital occ~~lwlcy rates that
induces physicians to treat more patients on an
outpatient basis; (3) a decline in physician visits
to the home; (4) unavailability of private physicians outside of office hours; (5) increasing concentration of low-income groups in central-city
areas, accompanied by movements of physicians
out of those areas; (6) increased mobility of the
population, which frequently leaves individuals
without a personal physician to turn to for medical care ; and (7) changes in the practice of medicine that require extensive laboratory and X-ray
equipment available only in hospitals.
Since the outpatient component of hospital
care has been increasing in relative significance,
the deflation of hospital expenses by the quantity
of inpatient services provided tends to overstate
the rise in hospital expenses. Deflating expenses
by an output measure that combines both inpatient and outpatient care yields an increase in
total expenses per unit of adjusted output of 29.4
percent-from
$32.13 in 1962 to $41.59 in 1966.‘O
This rise is somewhat smaller than the 30.2-percent growth in total expenses per patient day.
‘For a multirariate
regression analysis of the determinants of demand for hospital outpatient care, see Karen
narls and Louise B. Russell, “The Substitution of Hosof
pital Outpatient Care for Inpatient
Care,” Review
Econonzm
and Stat&m,
May 1972.
la The adjusted output measure used is defined in the
same way as by the American Hospital Association. If
the average revenue of an outl)atient visit is one-fourth
the average revenue of an inpatient day, an outpatient
visit is considered to be the equivalent of one-fourth of an
inpatient clay Total expenses are then divided by equiralent inpatient days For adchtlonal details, see Nospztals
(Gmde Issue), August 1, 1969, pages 466-467.
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77 7

382

:i :

2
438
466

:i Y

-_
-_:---------___________

In summary, increases in utilization of inpatient
services per capita have been moderate and cannot be blamed for a significant portion of hospital
inflation. Increases in outpatient visits, on the
other hand, have been very marked, so some of
the rise in total hospital costs may be attributable
to an expansion of the role’ of the hospital as a
primary source of medical care, replacing care
formerly provided by private physicians.

IMPLICATIONS
PERIOD

OF TRENDS IN PRE-MEDICARE

Several characteristics of hospital inflation in
the pre-Medicare period are particularly distinctive and have significant implications for various
theories attempting to explain this inflation. First,
unlike most industries where gains in productivity tend to offset rises in prices of factor inputs,
for the hospital industry a substantial portion
of inflation results from an increase in the quantities of inputs used in providing a day of care.
Second, though hospitals are labor-intensive, with
payroll expenses accounting for about 60 percent
of all operating costs, nonlabor costs have risen
more rapidly during the period than labor costs.
Third, most of the increase in expenses has occurred in the provision of ancillary hospital services rather than in providing basic room-andboard services. Fourth, some shift has occurred in
the composition of hospital personnel toward such
higher-skilled occupations as professional patientcare employees, as well as in the composition of
plant assets-toward more major equipment, for
example. Fifth, increases in days of hospital care
and number of admissions have been moderate
while outpatient services have been significantly
expanded.
These findings are most consistent with the
15

tlea~:md-pull view of llosl~it:ll illfliIti011
:Ud the
views tht enil~l~nsize chniiges in technology :lnd
expiisioll
iii tile role of the c~omniufiity 1iosl)it:il.

_

The labor-cost-push moclel of iiifl:\t ion is revealed
as ttii inncleclu:ite exl)l:uniitor of hospital inflation,
since hospital costs per patient dny would have
incretlsecl nt an t~munl rate of 4 percent eveu if
wages had remained constant.
The sizable contribution to hospital iufhtiou
made by increases in quantities of factor inputs
per day of care wd the rapid growth in nncillary
service expenses is preclicted by the demand-pull
model of inflation.” In this theory of inflation,
expansion in insurance coverage nud rising incomes permit hospitals to raise the “qunlity” of
hospitnl care as perceived by hospital decisionmakers--that is, to increase the clu:wtities of inputs used to provide a day of hospital care. The
growth in the outpatient component of hospital
expenses, on the other hid, clearly indicates an
expansion in the community hospital’s role.

METHODOLOGY

In order to analyze the impact of the Medicare
program on hospital financial operations, the Socinl Security Administration contracted wi-ith the
Smericnn Hospital Associntion to obtain iwdited
dnttt on hospital revenues, expenses, and capital
assets for ,2 representative sample of hospitals in
the United States. Permission was given by participating hospitals for the American Hospital
Association to receive data for the 5 fiscsl years
before the July 1966 start of Medicare, directly
from firms auditing hospital operations, with the
assurance that confidentiality of data on individunl hospitals would be mnintnined. In nddition, information on hospital beds, utilization,
personnel, and payroll expenses were obtained
directly from the individual hospitals for the
same period.

Sample

Design

The sampling frame comprisecl all hospitals
meeting the following criteria : (1) registered by
the American Hospital Association in 1967; (2)
short-term nonpsychiatric community hospitals
‘I Martin Feldstein, op. cit.
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(iovernment
(1iosl)it:ils ol)er;itetl hy tlie Ff3lt?~ill
were exc*lutletl) ; illltl (3) cert ifietl I)?; the ;\letliwre
l)~ogriiiii. ‘1’1~ Medicare c*ertific*:itiolr tlistiuguislles
tlli:; groul) froul ii11 comninl~ity Iiosl)itnls listed in
the ,\meriwn
1Iospit:il
IZhsoci:ifion’s annual
(guide Issues (Zlospifu7s).
Table I contrasts the
distribution of hospitals :wcl beds by ownership
control illId bed size of the snml)le universe with
:\I1 rommuuity lloq)itnls. The Medicnre-certified
groul) has a lower prol)ortion of small IlOSpiti~lS
:ulcl llospi~nls ol)er;lted for ljrofit.
.\n tlttempt was made to supplement this snmTABLE I -Percentage

dlstrkmtion of hospltnls and beds, by
ownership control, two sources, 1865
Type of control and
number of beds
All howtals

Total. _____________________100 0

-- --

100 0

6-99. _______
___________._
100-194__________..--____
2M)ormore.---.-..-.----

58 2
E5”

60 8
19 3
19 9

Nonprofit.--.....-..-----------6-99...--....-.---.----~------100-199.-...-.......----------2w-299...-..........--..-..--300-499__________.__
___________
500ormore...--.-...-..--.----

61 3
29 3
14 9
82

13 9
* z

ii s’

Km 0

69 8

22 2
20 7
57.0
69 5
11 7
I5 2
I4 5
18 8
92

:: 3”
14 6
19 0
98

17

3:

100 0

63
20

12 5
For-profit _______________
________
6-49..-..--.--.--..-----------3’:
50-99-------------~--~--------16
100-199.....-..-....----~-~---4
200ormore....................
26 2
State and local government.-....
I8 4
6-99.-..-..-.---.-.-----------39
100-199....-.---...-----------15
200-299......-......----------300-499..-..-.--...--..---.---5OOormore____________________ ::

::

7
24 2
ii:
i8”
83

- Nonrxofit

Total -_______________________
100 0 1
6-99-se-w.* _____________________47 8
100-199._________________________24 2
200-299__________________________ 13 4
3w-499.-.....-..-.-------------.I 11 4
SWor more______________________ 32

I

100 0
:i :
12 9
11 0
29

100 0 (
16 1
21 9
20 9
27 2 I
14 0

I

100 0
16 9
21 9
209
27 1
13 3

I-

For-profit

I

200or more ______________________
State and local government
Total. _______________________
100 0
--6-99_________-_______
______---_-70 4
lM)-lSS-..-.-----.-.------------14 8
2W-299.-........................
300-499._________________________ :i
500ormore......-..-....-.-----48

100 0

100 0 I-

100 0

:i i

25 4
:i :
12 4
36 2

26 8
16 3
:: 8”
34 1
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pie Jvith hospitals that .kere Medicare-certified
providers but not registered by the American Hospital Association-primarily
osteopathic hospitals
and hospitals with fewer than 6 beds. The extremely low sampling response of this group led
to a decision to restrict the sample to the original
sample of hospitals certified by Medicare and
registered by the American Hospital Association.
The sampling elements for this study were individual hospitals. Data were collected for the
base period of the study from all sample hospitals. Originally,
the sampling elements were
organized into 40 strata. Stratification was on the
basis of:
(1) Ownership control:
Xon-Federal governmental,
for-profit, Catholic nonprofit, other nonprofit.
(2) Number
of beds in l!G:
For nonprofit hospitals-6-99,
100-199, 200-299, 300-499, 500 or more:
for State and local government
hospitals-&99,
100-199, 200-299, 300499, 500499, 1,000 or more;
for hospitals operated for profit-6-49,
50-99, lOO199, 200 or more.
(3)

Whether the ratio of total
expenses in 1960 was greater or less than

Fananctal

hospital
153”
. .

TABLE IL-Participation

I

by control and stratum, 1966

-

<

Participants

Type of control and stratum

Participation as
percent ofSample

--

.All strata ______________-_-State and local government,
total _____-_---___--__------ -6-9gs____________________-----100-199.......----------------2M)-299....----..-.-.---------300-499..-....-.-.-..-.---------5M)-999--.--------------------.
1,0000rmore.....-..---..----.

All
participation

-125
53
15
g’
fi

Catholic, total ________________--.
t&99-______-___________---- - --.
lW-lSS..................--------2w-299........-...-.---------.
300-499-._-_-_-___-__-_------ -.
600or more-----.-..-..-------Other voluntary, total. _____
___-.
6-g9---------------.----------.
100-199...--..---~-.----------.
2M)-299..-----.--.-.----------.
300499_______-________-_-----.
500or more..-------.--..-----.

223
::

For-profit, total _______________-.
6-49...-----------------------.
50-99...--.-.......--~--------.
100-199._____-_________-------.
200ormore-.-----.--.-----....

48

-

3’:
45
:;
12
6

-

grozdh:

The selection within each stratum was an ecmalprobability selection of hospitals. A total of 462
hospitals was sampled. The number of hospitals
sampled within each stratum was determined on
the basis of the number of beds falling in that
stratum and the variability of hospitals with respect to bed size within the stratum. This procedure results in more intensive sampling of those
strata that have the greatest effect on aggregate
estimates. As a consequence, aggregate estimates
are generally more reliable than those of individual strata.

Only 15 of the hospitals operated for profit submitted clata, representing 81 percent of sampled
hospitals of this type. Fifty hospitals failed to
respond because of innclequate records. An additional 75 hospitals provided either no response or
a negative response. Konresponse or a negative
response from the auditor accounted for 18 hospitals. Thirteen hospitals gave other reasons for
nonparticipation. The low response rate of large
State and local government hospitals is attributed
to difficulties in reporting information in the form
requested.

Estimation
Sampling

Response

Table II indicates the participation of hospitals
by stratum. Participation by State and local government hospitals in the largest bed-size category
and by for-profit hospitals was particularly low.
la Stratification
based on financial growth was later
discarded, since expense information was lacking for almost 40 percent of the sampling-frame hospitals Preliminary projection of expenses based on financial-growth
stratiiication
yielded estimates substantially
similar to
those based on the collapsed growth-rate strata.
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The method of estimation used for aggregate
values based on the sample data was the separate
ratio-estimate method related to the number of
hospital beds.l3 The average value of each variable per bed for all hospitals within a stratum
was multiplied by the. number of hospital beds in
the stratum universe. Overall aggregates for all
“For a fuller description of the estimation procedure,
see Richard W Foster and Belrerd Seedles, Jr., TRe Fimrtcral

St, rtctroc

of

.296%106G, American
graphed), 1971.

Avzcrwun

Hospital

Commtcnd~

Association

Hospztals:

(mimeo-
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1-S. communit3f hospitnls certified by Medicare
were obtained by summing the individual stratum
aggregxtes. E:xperimentation with other methods
of projection of the sample data, including the
reciprocal of the probability of selection adjusted
for sampling response, did not perform as well as
the separate ratio-estimnte method based on compwable data from the Guide Issues.
One difficulty encountered in the study was a
tendency for hospitals to lump one or more items
together-la~uldry
and linen expenses, for example. One procedure that might have been used to
infer the :lppropriate breakdown would have been
the application of the percentage breakdown of
those hospitals in the stratum that list the components, separately, to all other hospitals in the
stratum.
This procedure wxs not followed, however, because too few hospitnls provided the required
breakdowns. Instead, for hospitnls combining
dntn on two or more items in one item, the combined item was treated as if it represented only
data for that item, nnd the other items were
treated as nonresponse items. Aggregate values
of the components for the stratum were then compared with nggregnte values of the sums of the
components. If the sum of the estimated components w-aswithin 10 percent of the estimated total,
components estimated on this basis were shown.
Where the sum w-ns more than 10 percent different from the estimated total, it w-ns assumed that
the bins introduced by partial reporting WBStoo
serious to permit nny nttempted breakdown.
Since only hospitals certified for Medicare pnrticipntion were included in the sample, it wns
necessary to make some assumption about the
number of hospitals and beds in the universe in
the pre-Medicare period. The proportion of all
certified community hospitals xt the end of the
period was applied to the number of community
hospitals in the pre-Medicare years to obtain the
universe of aI1 community hospitals (potentially
certifiable by Medicare) in the pre-Medicare
period.

TABLE III -Approximate
standard errors of total expenses,
by control and number of beds, 1962 and 1966

I
Type of control and
number of beds

All hospitals _______________

Control

Nonproflt _____________________4,;;;
For-proflt _________---_-State and local government....
1,836
Beds
&-QQ--------------------------100-199......~.~~~..~~~~~~~~~~~
200-299...-.---....--.--...-...
300-499....------.--.--...----500ormore.------------.------

1.402
1.734
1,764
2,342
2,419

where NA = number of hospitals
of universe
‘h -- number of hospitals
of sample responding
Bh = number of beds in
universe
bh = number of beds in
sample responding

in stratum h
in stratum h
stratum h of
stratum h of

bht = number of beds in ith sample hospital of stratum h
A hl = value of the variable in the ith sample hospital of stratum h
=

%/Nh

of Estimates

Since the estimates presented here are based on
samples, they may differ somewhat from the fig18

8,818
402
2,439

ures that would have been obtained from all hospitals in the universe. As in nil survey work, the
results are subject to errors of response and nonreporting as well $1~sampling varinbility. Table
III indicates the approximate stnndwd errors of
hospital expenses in 1962 and 1966 for all V.S.
community hospitnls, as well 11scontrol and bed
size.
The standard error of the nggregnte estimate
for a stratum is given by:

fh

Reliability

Total expenses (In thousands)
I
Estimated
Estimated value
I standard error

A

An. = &%
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When combining strata, the standard error
of the aggregate estimate for all community
hospitals is given by :

TABLE IV.-Comparison
between survey data on total expenses for 1966 and average Gmde Issue data for 1965 and
1966
Total expenses

I
Type of control and
number of beds

All hospitals _____________

where 8 = &b

Control
Nonprofit. ___________________
For-proflt _______.____________
&ate and local government-.
Beds
B-99...-...-........---------*
loo-199-------___L------------

-+lrx499-_-_--____--_______-_-_
Comparison
With Guide

of Sample
Issue Data

Results

Sample results may differ from those presented
for all community hospitals in the annual Guide
Issues of Boy&&
for two major reasons: (1)
the sample universe is restricted to those hospitals
certified by the Medicare program and (2) the
two groups have slightly different reporting
periods.
The first difference has been illustrated above
by table I. Hospitals in the sample were requested to provide data for the 5 fiscal years before the introduction of Medicare in July 1966.
If the hospital’s fiscal year ended between January and June, data for 1962-66 were reported.
If the hospital’s fiscal year ended between July
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3oo-L99-...-.--.....---------f00 or more ___________________

-2 1

17

-1.4

-1 7
-12 0
-3

t:
49

-51
-30.6
18 0

1; :
-2 :
43

3.5
:5”
"4;

1; ;
-4 3
-3 0
16 6

and December, data for 1961-65 were requested.
Data for the Guide Issues reflect data for fiscal
years ending by September of each year. The
sample data therefore fall approximately one-half
year before the corresponding Guide Issue data.
Table IV compares estimates of beds and total
expenses from the survey for 1966 with the average of Guide Issue data for all community hospitals between 1965 and 1966. The bed column
indicates the differende between the two sets of
hospitals caused by the Medicare certification requirement. Overall, the sample universe contained
2 percent fewer beds than all community hospitals.
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